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I- INTRODUCTION

I-1 THE EVEIL PROJECT
EVEIL is an international project organized by six European partners and financed by the
program COMENIUS of the European Union.
The EVEIL project helps young children with visually impairment get a better access to
reading and writing, to books, newspapers and other sources of information. Improving the
literacy of visually impaired children will help them take part in society more effectively and
with greater ease, and fully enjoy culture as well as become independent and responsible
European citizens.
The project aims on creating a network of professionals in the field of pre-reading activities
for blind and partially sighted children.

Following the example of a method developed by FAF in France, project partners will
develop conceptualization and pre-reading courses for blind and partially sighted preschool
children, using a children’s book.
The chosen story is “The Very Tiny Doll”, by Marie-Hélène Delval and first published as “La
très petite poupée” © Bayard Editions, 2009.
Partners involved in the workshops (Czech, Romanian and Slovak partners) had work on the
preparation and the implementation of workshops with children, following the example of a
method developed by FAF in France.

I-2 THE FRENCH “PRE-LECTURE” METHOD
This experience is centred on the particular needs and possibilities of blind and partially sighted
young children and concerns children literature, pre reading, representations and language
development.
The French Federation has been conducting it for 4 years, with specialized staff as psychologists,
educators, psychomotricians, speech therapists…working day to day with blind and partially sighted
young children.
At the early end of the school year the specialised staff chooses children (from 3 to 7 years old) to
form a group of 5 children to whom pre reading workshops would be a most important help.
A selection of children story books is made, among rich good quality literature.
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The staff will choose one of those books and will then have four monthly four hours meetings to
focus on what makes the essence of the story, how it meets the child’s own experience and concerns
and the staff works to appreciate what could be the obstacles to understanding some words or
situation described in the story, regarding to early blindness or visual impairment.
It is known that especially early blind children may properly use words and expressions as if they
were familiar with them, but without actually knowing what those words or expressions refer to !
The staff then conceives a progressive series of language and exploratory activities to allow the
children to make those words and situations their own.
Materials are looked for, and bought to prepare the pedagogic kit (for instance some very realistic
plushes to help discover the shape of some animals, some very realistic imitation toys and also actual
everyday life objects.
If the needed materials for the experiences are impossible to find in a shop, they are looked for or
made by the staff, (for instance bark, bundles of firewood…).
The idea is to use those materials in the workshops to allow and encourage children to explore
objects with their hands or to explore or play situations in the room space at the same time as they
comment what they are doing or discovering.
The idea is to help them discovering the right word or the closest expressions to what they feel or
experiment. Soundtracks are also prepared in order to stimulate the children in giving importance to
all the information they can infer from listening to the surroundings and to connect objects, animals,
situations with the sound they may produce.
When it is possible we also introduce tasting and smelling.
One storybook will generate for the kids 4 to 5 monthly workshops of 2 hours.
At the beginning of each workshop the children will be invited to recall , to reconstruct together the
text they have heard the previous time, and only afterwards, we do read again for them the exact full
story.
All the workshops are animated by 2 persons among those who have taken part to all the
preparation meetings.
The staff also prepares for each child an adapted Braille or large types book, illustrated with tactile
material. The books are generally presented to the children at the beginning of the last workshop, so
that as many as possible of the tactile pictures in the book can refer to a life-size object that the
children have discovered during the previous workshops.
The adapted books are delivered to the parents for the children, with a recording of the story with
sound effects and indication for page turning.
At the end of the complete workshops experience, all the objects of the pedagogic kit are gathered
with one specimen of the adapted Braille book and a complete booklet is written to present the
objectives and content, with a schedule proposal.
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II- PREPARATION OF THE WORKSHOPS
I-1 PREPARATORY MEETINGS

Before the workshops with children were conducted 4 preparatory meetings of the
organizational team. Preparatory meetings were held at weekly intervals in the month of
September (7th, 14th, 21st, 28th).
A 10-member team was formed by educational and economic employees (special
pedagogues, school psychologist, Nursery teacher), in order to prepare the workshops.
The first preparatory meeting has the following objectives:
- To familiarize participants with the following story in the Slovak language
- To describe the objectives of workshops with children
- To select two persons who will conduct workshops with children
- To select a group of five preschool children, who will be involved in workshops
- To draw up a timetable for workshops with children and responsibilities of persons
involved
The second preparatory meeting has the following objectives:
- To familiarize themselves with funds that can be used
- To certain time and place of the two workshops with children (in October and
November 2010)
- To describe motor, sensory and linguistic activities on 1st workshop with children
- To describe motor, sensory and linguistic activities on 2nd workshop with children.
- To draw up an estimated list of activities for workshops with children (after
Christmas)
- To select firm, which made and montage a video of professional workshops
The third preparatory meeting has the following objectives:
- To agree a conditions with the camera operator filming workshops and how the film
will look
- To name the specific places where the workshops will be implemented (classroom,
park…)
- To compile a list of devices, which will used at workshops
- To agree procurement devices
The fourth preparatory meeting has the following objectives:
- To assemble a team of people (artistically skilled) who will participate in the
production of books.
- To propose the design of the book, format, font size, tactile pictures ...
- To clarify the materials we need for make books.
- To formulate the questions for work with the story.
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I-2 DESCRITPION OF THE ACTIVITIES
The preparatory meetings allowed to organize the 4 workshops with :
- Objectives
- Progress of the workshops

I-21 WORKSHOP N°1: THE STORY AND MAIN CHARACTER
The objectives of the first workshop are :
 to create the group, to support the interactions
 to develop the child's relationship to the book and literary works
 to listen with understanding and emotional involvement of children's story
 to memorize a story, to express themselves orally to support the appropriation of
the story
 to discover the main character, The very tiny Doll, the identify it in the richest
possible way: senory a linguistic exploration.
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1:
-

Reception of the children - the teacher will greet the arriving children, noting their
condition and establish a short interview.
The children can choose their favorite toy, which is emotionally satisfied.
Book corner - a teacher prepared for children a book corner with different picture
books.
Motivational interview with children - What books you have at home? Do you like
listening to stories or watching on TV? Do you know what is library?
Motion activity : Head shoulders knees and toes - after muscle relaxation, children
will more focused on listening to the story.

Part 2:
-

-

Motivation - The teacher found a way to work on abandoned doll on the sidewalk
and brought it to show the children.
Tactile exploration : before reading the story will give children a doll in hand, to know
its size, shape, hair, materials, clothes ...
A long part of the first meeting was devoted to discover a doll which represented the
main character. The colors of each element of the clothes were selected o stimulate
the visual potential of children.
Teacher paraphrase Doll story. 1st reading of the story, without explanation, to let
develop the context.
The story is explained in bond with the own experience of each child. It is very
important to make a bond between the reading and the everyday life of the children.
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-

Other teacher can put the questions for better evaluating, for example: “What should
a girl in your pocket? What happened to the doll? How it feels doll, is alone in the
evening? It's nice when the doll gets wet? How to maintain the doll in the morning?
Finally found a girl doll?”

Part 3:
-

-

2nd reading of the text, to centre the attention.
Presentation of the main character - Doll. The circulation of the doll, its tactile
exploration by the children who wish it seeks to support the synthesis of the remarks,
to arrive to a fast recapitulation on doll, character of story.
Advice - How do we retain when we lose? What should we do? It is important not to
panic and stay in one place.
Evaluation - A little girl found her doll and stood best friends. We take good care of
our toys.
Conclusion and Praise - A teacher thanks children for their cooperation and highlight
their activity.
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I-22 WORKSHOP N°2: THE NATURE
The objectives of the second workshop are :
 to be able to memorize a story and to restore it orally
 to strengthen the representations by motor and sensory activities in connection
with concept present in the story: nature in park
 to support competence with language: lexical exploration on the concepts of
nature, discovering and comprehension
 specific objective: To emphasize the importance of the environment based on
observation and experience of nature
 to practice alternative senses
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1:
- Motivation - takes place in the classroom. Teacher completes a short interview with
children about the changes that are happening in nature in winter
- Tactile exploration - teacher will bring children to an imitation of a hedgehog.
Children can feel it and talk about life. "What eats a hedgehog? What food hedgehog
looking for? Why do stocks for the winter?
- Collective reconstitution of the story – each child expresses himself: some questions
can help to recall the main moments of the story
- Reading of the story
- The teacher suggests children walk in the park, where children can touch the bark,
collect fallen leaves, chestnuts, listen to sounds, smells seen
Part 2:
- Direct observation in nature. Walk in the park
- Familiarizing children with the park environment
- The teacher explains to children why leaves fall from trees, changes color, ...
- Sensory activity - listening to the sounds around you, such as leaves rustling, falling
chestnuts, warble of birds, blowing wind, falling raindrops, the voices of people
- If possible, reclaim the use of umbrella, felt the cold touch of raindrops
- Tactile activity - the children bring in baskets of nature into the classroom and used
to decorate the corner of living nature
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Part 3:
-

Return in the classroom
Save a corner of nature to living nature
Linguistic activity - Short summary of what we saw and heard in the park. Consolidate
the use of new terms
Advice - the protection of nature, hardening, …
do not separate from adults when we are outdoors
Conclusion and Praise - A teacher thanks children for their cooperation and highlight
their activity. Preparation for departure
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I-23 WORKSHOP N°3: THE DOLL IN THE STORY
The objectives of the third workshop are :
 To create the group, to support the interactions
 To develop the child's relationship to the book and literary works
 To listen with understanding and emotional involvement of children's story and
show interest to book
 To discover the main character, The very tiny Doll, the identify it in the richest
possible way: senory a linguistic exploration
The work is about the development of competences : psychomotor, educational, social,
compensation, training of spare senses.
Different methods are used : verbal, visual, encouraging, practical.
Different equipment are used : corner of living nature / tree, bench, doll, feathers, leaves,
gloves, broom, umbrella.
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1:
-

Reception of the children - the teacher will greet the arriving children, noting their
condition and establish a short interview
Motivational interview - The children have to explain what was made in the previous
workshop
Motion activity – The teacher catches the attention of children by tiny little doll
acting in the story
The children devote themselves to a tactile exploration of doll
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Part 2:
-

-

-

-

In the beginning the main part the teacher encourages children to tell what they
remember from the story about a very tiny doll
Reading of the story – The children are seated about the person who reads. This one
used the book in Braille and big letters, turning the pages, the book is directed
towards the children
Tactile exploration - After reading the story, the children with teacher moved to the
corner of the living nature. There they make tactile exploration, aimed at the
differentiation of materials, wood, textiles, fabric, feathers and other corresponding
to reality
Questions - Other teacher can put the questions for better evaluating, for example:
“Why the doll lost? How to solve the problem? How and from which she made the
bed to sleep? What material she needed? Could we have we?”
Motor activity - Let's try as we might have made a place to sleep
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Part 3:
-

Sound recordings - listening and identification of natural sounds
Advice - How do we protect nature? How do to handle books?
Summary - Children talk their feelings out of day. What they enjoyed the most, the
sound that they were most interested, what they liked in a corner of living nature…
Conclusion and Praise - A teacher thanks children for their cooperation and highlight
their activity
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I-24 WORKSHOP N°4: HAPTIC BOOK AND MOTOR ACTIVITIES
The objectives of the fourth workshop are :
 to produce the book as object, that is to say:
o give ideas of his organization
o discover, if possible, different modes of writing: Braille and large print
o discover, if possible, the illustrations in relief, tactile book as specific support
o strengthen the representations of a concept by motor activities
o work around notions of space and movement inside and outside (doll in the
park)
 to evaluate what was remembered from the previous workshop
 specific objective: Read the story and graphic images in relief
 educational objective: Developing storytelling skills - verbal and nonverbal
The work is about the development of competences : psychomotor, educational, social,
compensation, training of spare senses.
Different methods are used : verbal method, method of stimulation, giving rise method,
practical method.
Different equipment are used : corner of living nature, embossed books, doll, rope, acoustic
beacon.
PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1:
-

-

Reception of the children - the teacher will greet the arriving children, noting their
condition and establish a short interview.
The teacher gives children a chance to win with a popular toy, making them
emotionally satisfied.
The teacher directs the children in play and notes their abilities, level of fantasy and
imagination.
Motivational interview with children – “Children, do you remember that I promised
you a surprise? It will be something related to our little friend doll, which was lost in
the park.”
Each child gets into the hands of his own book, in which it can introduce.

Part 2:
-

-

Motion activity 1 - Touching the pictures in the book (cover, pages, size, thickness…)
After becoming aware of the book suggests a teacher to the children that the story
about the doll read together. The teacher reads the story slowly and children in their
books grabber processes of corresponding image.
Motion activity 2 – Obstacle track in the gym
Children learn to identify the surface direction, skipping rope
Competition at the end.
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Part 3:
-

Summary - children tell what they liked today, as they liked the book and how they
worked with the book
Teacher praise the children for good behavior and activity
Disclaimer: Although the doll is tiny, can take care of ourselves.
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I-25 WORKSHOP N°5: SUMMARY
The objectives of the fifth and last workshop are :
 development of teaching, communicative, social, psychomotor skills
 training replacement senses
 developing storytelling skills of children
 education by literature and education to literature
The work is about the development of competences : psychomotor, educational, social,
compensation, training of spare senses.
Different methods are used : verbal method, method of stimulation, giving rise method,
practical method.
Different equipment are used : corner of living nature, embossed books, doll, CDs, props.

PROGRESS OF THE WORKSHOP:
Part 1:
School director's intercession - familiarize parents with the ongoing project COMENIUS
Teachers notify parents how to work with book, why it is good to read children's books at
home …
Part 2:
- teachers with children retell the story again
- while reading a story, each child to work with parents independently with the book
- children distinguish what is happening in this picture according to the story
- after working with the book asks a teacher of children who would like to own, retell
the story of a tiny doll
Part 3:
- Summary: children tell what they liked today, how they liked the book, how they
work with book
- praise children before the eyes of their parents
- Conclusion: children receive a gift (recorded CD) and also produced a book of the
story about Little tiny doll
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I-3 COOPERATION AND ATTITUDE OF PEDAGOGUES
Task of this team was describe the objectives of workshops with children, select two persons
who will conduct workshops with children, select a group of five preschool children, who will
be involved in workshops, draw up a timetable for workshops with children and
responsibilities of persons involved.
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III-

PARTICIPANTS OF THE WORKSHOPS

At the beginning, the parents of selected children were familiarized with the project goals
and its implementation. They agreed of their children participation in the project activities.
At workshops there were participated 5 children (4 girls and one boy), aging from 5 to 6
years.
Two of them were blind and three of them had low of vision.
Pedagogues are familiar with all children and work with them every day, so they knew what
the reaction to the story can be expected.
After preparation we realized four workshops with children and at the fifth workshop
parents of the children were invited (each lasted 90-120 minutes).
Almost all the families (except one of them) participated in the closing (5th) workshop.
They had an opportunity to read the created book together with their children.
They showed a great satisfaction with the project activities and they also showed their
willingness for further cooperation with the teachers.
All the families (4 families) filled in prepared questionnaires. During the period of workshop
realization they took an interest in the story book creation and in the children involvement
within activities.
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IV-

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORKSHOPS

IV-1 CALENDAR OF IMPLEMENTATION
The 5 workshops were organized between October 2010 and April 2011 :
- 20th October 2010
- 23rd November 2010
- 27th January 2011
- 16th March 2011
- 6th April 2011

IV-2 TEAM INVOLVED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION

The workshops were led by two Nursery teachers :
- The first one for the individual activities with children during the workshops
- The second one for the group activities with children during the workshops and
reading the story

IV-3 EDUCATIONNAL TRUCK
List of what compose the educational trunks, description of each object and explanation of
what kind of learning they were chosen for :

Objects composing Description (size, material,
the trunk

Expected learnings for VI
young children

Dolly

20 cm, made of textiles.

Know dolls body composition,
articles of clothing.

Little bird

10 cm, plastic, on the surface
of the body covered with
feathers.

Know birds body composition,
know the sounds that birds
produce and distinguish them
from other sounds (auditory
stimulation)

Umbrella

10 cm, made up from Know the function of umbrella;
matches and from sweets Compare the current children's
packaging as well as in the umbrella with those used by doll;
Build children's understanding of
18

story.

that things I have not I can make
from the available material.

Broom, Mop

15 cm, wooden mallet and
wicker

Know the function of broom;
Orientation in space during
sweeping;
Comparison with real broom.

Glove

15 cm, wool, real

Know the function of gloves as
protection against cold,
Discover that it is less subject to
fits all.

Bench

25 cm, wood

Know the function of the bench.
Know what parts of the bench is
composed.
Finding the benches in park and a
comparison with the model.

Jumping-rope

real

Know what it looks like;
Use of jumping-rope in the game;
Example of how to jump rope.

Natural material chestnuts, leaves,
twigs.

real objects

Know the properties of these
materials;
Being able to distinguish them by
touch and hearing (break of twigs,
rustling of fallen leaves
underfoot).
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IV-4 OBSERVATION DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION
The two workshops we have implemented two 30 minute videos.
It is interesting to observe the reactions of children, because you cannot see all the children
at the same time during the workshop.
Children showed great interest, were active all the time, feel the joy of discovering new
things, interested in discovering the sounds and objects in the park in a corner of nature,
touching and imitation.
Children were cooperating with the teacher, listening to the story and answering questions,
playing games with pictures, active movement, collection of branches in the park, common
preparing bed for doll.
Proposed workshops were realized in different surroundings – in the classroom, in the park
and in the gym.
The participants were very enthusiastic about the story reading.
Although they were already experienced in a book reading and tactile pictures
representations, they had been learning new things with pleasure.
Children really appreciated possibilities to spend a certain time in the park. There were
plenty of opportunities for real objects tactile exploration, for listening to different kinds of
sounds and for comparing of different materials and textures. Of course, they could bring
some materials from the park to the classroom.
After real objects exploration, children moved to the classroom setting, where they had
been working with objects representations. Those objects representations were used in the
story book afterwards.
Children were happy about making-up of real nature corner in the classroom. Teachers
installed it from the materials the children brought in hampers from the park.
In the classroom they explored a tree, branches on the tree, a bird and a small bench under
the tree. The bench was similar to one they explored outside. They were preparing a bed for
dolly (from the leaves and feathers) and an umbrella (from a lollipop stick and candy wrap
paper) with enthusiasm. There were some problems connected to understanding of concept
- “broom”. After exploring and using real one they understood it.
Children were listening to the story several times. Afterwards they responded to the
teachers questions. Children were exploring every tangible picture or object in the book
page during the story reading. They showed gladness while they were discovering familiar
objects representation they got acquainted with before.
Low vision children profited from the very nice colorful and contrast pictures. They were
playing, moving and searching of the object pictures according to the story reading.
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V- THE HAPTIC BOOK

V-1 METHODOLOGY AND PRESENTATION
Tactile book were produced by two kindergarten teachers, they together made 8 equal
tactile books.
They tried to book meet the following criteria:
- selection of an appropriate format and text book,
- choice of representation techniques, images, materials, layout printed and Braille,
- practical handling and aesthetic.
In the process of making of tactile pictures we tried to put the stress on selection of such
materials, which are the most similar to real objects.
Selected materials were touch pleasant, and we were utilizing different kind of surface
structures (plain, rough…).
We used a very simple way of making an object representation.
Some movable and detachable parts of objects were used in the book for better children
motivation (a jumping rope, a glove, a gate).
The colorful and contrast pictures were used.
The size of the book was adequate to the size of children hands.
Each page of the book was in Braille and in large print.
The pages were marked by tactile squares in their right corners. Squares number meant the
number of the page.
The book cover was colorful and plain.
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V-2 HOW CHILDREN AND PARENTS ACCEPT THE BOOK
Children liked the book very much.
They were very happy about the story pictures. They knew them through vision and tactile
exploration.
For the first time they met with the Braille and print.
They started to look forward for going to school and for learning to read and write by
themselves.
They were trying to turn the book pages although on parent`s signal.

Parents were involved in activities with enthusiasm.
At the end they received the book together with CD (it was marked with sun and lady-bird –
the sign of their child classroom).
Although it was not for the first time, they read a tactile book.
They were pleased of having their own tactile book for common reading with their child.
It was also a kind of inspiration for making alike books and pictures by themselves.
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VI-

EVALUATION

VI-1 GENERAL EVALUATION
The main general evaluation is the enrichment of vocabulary, stimulate interest in the
reading text, interest in nature.
Concerning tactile, for blind children we have not seen much progress, because we teach
them to use the touch every day, in all activities.
Tender eyed children began to use more touch.
Concerning audio discrimination, children know the new sounds that distinguish and identify
during outdoor walks.
Children can give more attention to the lost.
They are not leaving themselves from the group.

VI-2 WEAK POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM
The book creation was time demanding.
It was very difficult to find adequate material for making pictures.
To turn pages was very hard for children because of book binding.
Hard time sharing in planning workshops – children were ill very often, so some of the
activities we had to repeat

VI-3 STRONG POINTS FOR THE PEDAGOGUES TEAM
Children and parents motivation for book reading.
Motivation for tactile book creation.
Development of children communication skills, thinking, memory, tactile and discriminative
skills.
Using of alternate senses and movement abilities – experience methods of learning.
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Reinforcing of team-building.
School and family better cooperation.

VI-4 ASSESSMENT KIT
Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Workshop 3

Workshop 4

Workshop 5

Participation of
the Child

5

5

5

5

5

Specific
conditions for
implementation
of the
workshop

The park in
autumn

No

No

No

No

Children help
teacher tell
the story.

Children tell
the story of
their parents.

All children
memorized
part of the
text

Use of
materials
from original
text in a
innovative
constructions

Attitude of the
child while
listening of the
story

The story
was new,
kids
interested.

Terms of
restitution of
the story
(coherence,
words,
sentence
structure,
respect for
chronology,
memorized
part of the text,
use of materials
from original
text in a
innovative
construction …)

Children get
to know
new words
and their
contents,

respect for
chronology

The child can
remind events
from the last
workshop
Use for action
or speak new
words of the

Children
Children know
talked about
the story
dolls, which
already, note
did not
the details.
worry.

No

Children get
to know new
words and
their contents,

1 child
memorized
part of the
text

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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story
Tactile
exploration
(afraid to touch
or not, use both
hands to
discover,
explore the
density, the
texture, hand
exploration,
finger
exploration,
know to
dissociate the
fingers, using
thumb-index,
know how to
present the
different parts
of the object,
know how to
put the object
or the animal in
relation to his
own body and
space

Audio
Discrimination
Interest for the
sounds,
associate a
sound to an
origin, qualities
of the
formulation,
recognizes the
voices of other
participants
Collective
Attitude
(respect for
others,
kindness
between them,
the group
concept, mutual

Children in Nursery learn to use the touch;
It is not possible to assess improvement through the story.

rustling
leaves,
birds
singing

sweeping,
jumping
rope

bell

common
games

mutual
assistance in
the folding
bed for a doll
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help
Speaking
spontaneously
or after
solicitation

all children
speaking
after invited

1 child
speaking
spontaneously

2 children
speaking
spontaneously

3 children
speaking
spontaneously

Active
Participation to
games /
workshops

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Positive strong
points

intense
perception
of things in
the park

learning
new objects
and sounds

linking games
and story

work with the
book as
preparing for
reading

cooperation
with parents

Specific
problem

trip to the
park had to
be earlier
(in
autumn),
because
everything
is under the
snow in
January

we had to
change the
date of the
workshop due
to sick of
children
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